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I. Introductory notes 

 
The present Learners’ Handbook is developed within the framework of the project “AuToMa - Automation, 

Technology transfer and Managerial practices for the growth of SMEs, a better employability and the 

promotion of the entrepreneurship”, with reference №: 2016-1-ITO1-KA202-005599 funded by ERASMUS+ 

Programme. 

 The AuToMa project consortium consists of 5 partners from 5 EU countries: 

 LUISS Guido Carli University, Italy 
 CARSA, Spain 
 Technical University of Kosice, Slovakia 
 PIAP, Poland 
 European Center for Quality Ltd, Bulgaria 

 

Purpose of the handbook 

The Learners’ Handbook is intended to be a concise and focused methodological document aimed at 
supporting AuToMa learners in the process of using the training content developed under the project.  

 

Structure of the handbook 

The Handbook starts with general instructions to the learners how to register to the platform, how to use 
the materials and continues with a quick overview of AuToMa modules. The document offers practical 
notes how these materials can be used. The AuToMa learning content is structured so as to allow for 
individual self-training. 

As an annex to the handbook, there are an overview of the learning contents and a comprehensive 
alphabetical glossary. 

 

AuToMa learning platform - user registration and access  

In order to access the AuToMa learning platform http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/ you need to 
register or to log in with your Google account. When there are numerous students the system also allow 
for automatic generation of more profiles. The registration to the platform is obligatory in order to track 
the progress of individual students as well as in order to issue a personalized certificate. 

If you are a teacher/lector/instructor who would like to use the platform for multiple students, please 
contact the technical administrator of the platform at the following e-mail: msmater@piap.pl – Michal 
Smater, and you will receive assistance with regard to the generation of multiple user profiles. 

 

AuToMa Open Access Commitment 
AuToMa project has been implemented within the framework of the Erasmus+ Programme. Erasmus+ 
promotes the open access of project outputs to support learning, teaching, training, and youth work. This 
serves both to ensure that publicly funded materials provide value to the general public, to increase the 
value, visibility and reuse of the insights and work of a project, and to ensure long-term access to the 
results, even if e.g. a beneficiary consortium ceases to exist. 

http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/
mailto:msmater@piap.pl
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Therefore, all educational resources produced in the context of the AuToMa project are freely available for 
the public under an open license (open educational resources). .All AuToMa learning materials are freely 
accessible in digital format without cost for registration or other restriction. 
 

Use of the AuToMa training materials by external organizations 

The AuToMa learning materials can be used in programs for enhancing the qualification and re-qualification 
or the workers in small and medium enterprises. All AuToMa training material and supportive guidelines 
are available on the AuToMa learning platform http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/ and can be used 
free for all interested persons. Whenever, the materials are used or quoted a clear reference to the 
AuToMa project, the authors, and in case of presentation using the AuToMa logo as well as the logo of the 
funding programme and the disclaimer which clearly acknowledges the European Union's contribution. 

The AuToMa project partners grant each other the exclusive national right to use and exploit the products 
of the AuToMa project and to execute trainings in the country in which their headquarters is located using 
the AuToMa material. The execution of workshops and/or trainings differs by country, and they may also 
be carried out on different levels and in different forms. In countries other than those where the partners’ 
headquarters are located, any partner is allowed to market products and execute trainings. 

All external institutions who would like to use the AuToMa learning materials can do this on their own 
initiative or can contact any of the project partners for reference, experience exchange as well as practical 
guidelines for the pilot tested scenarios how to conduct the course. The course is intended as a blended-
learning opportunity, therefore it provides an option for virtual classroom (when you choose the 
BigBlueButton). The training sessions which will take place in the virtual classroom, as well as the face to 
face sessions can be published in the announcements section of the learning platform. 

 

AuToMa certification 

The AuToMa certificate is issued to all participants in the course who manage to obtain 80% score on the 
self-assessment tests. There is a separate certificate for each learning path. 

If a student gives wrong answers to a certain section they are recommended to cover the module again. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/
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II. General instructions to AuToMa Learners 
 

This document is addressing only the specificities related to the access to the AuToMa platform as a 

STUDENT. 

 

The role of the student is one of the locally assigned roles by the Manager. The role of the student can be 

taken by all target groups of AuToMa project except the universities, research centres and VET trainers that 

want to improve or update their learning curricula which would more likely use the learning paths in their 

training programmes and take the role of teachers in the platform. The target groups of the project which 

will be assigned the role of the student are: 1) future entrepreneurs and students who want to develop 

business in manufacturing sector; 2) entrepreneurs and employees of SMEs who want to improve their 

qualification or re-qualify; 3) unemployed people who want to gain initial competences. The teachers can 

help with assessment of the knowledge and skills of the users prior to starting a course but representatives 

of the target groups also can determine on their own which one of the courses to take or they can even be 

assigned to both of them. 

 

The student can maintain their own personal information. The student can also: 

 maintain personal password and information; 

 access course content and complete assignments; answer self-test questions; 

 view their grade book and personal file storage. 

 

How to start? 

In order to access the training content uploaded on the platform, the manager of the AuToMa platform 

must create a user profile for you and then you will be able to enter a password for the created user. The 

request for a user profile should be sent via e-mail to the responsible person for supervision of the course 

in question and in charge of the platform.   

 

After a user profile has been created for you, go directly to the address of the AuToMa learning platform: 

http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/ or follow the link provided at the AuToMa website when you click 

on the AuToMa Learning Platform field: http://automa-project.eu/article/details/32 as it is shown in the 

screenshots below: 

http://www.automa-course.piap.pl/en/
http://automa-project.eu/article/details/32
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Then, you have to enter the platform with your username and password: 
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When you log in the following page will open: 

 
 

The following menu are available: 
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You can access the items from the menu by conducting the following activities: 

 

1. “Home” menu item – By clicking the “Home” button menu you will have the opportunity to access the 

main page of the training platform where icons of the Technical and Managerial paths are displayed: 
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2. “Dashboard” menu item – The “Dashboard” menu presents a general overview of the course. Within the 

“Dashboard” menu page, there are also two fields named “Timeline“ and “Courses” through which the 

students can sort their activities in the following ways:  

 

- When students click the “Timeline” field they can sort their activities by dates and their courses by level of 

progress. The option of sorting your activities by date is shown below:  

 
 

The level of progress of your courses will be visualized when you click the “Sort by course” option:  

 

 
When students click the “Courses” field the level of progress of your courses will be visualized by courses 

“in progress”, “future” courses and “past” courses as shown below: 
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A dashboard of particular student is shown below. He/she is assigned to the two learning paths/courses – 

Technical path and Managerial path. As it is visible from the screenshot below, the student has 1% progress 

on both of the courses which are listed in the “Courses” section. 

 

 

 
The lessons within the modules of each of the courses can be visualized by the student users by clicking the 

“Next” button if they wish to go forward and by clicking the “Previous” button if they wish to go back to a 

certain page of a lesson. The two buttons are visible on the screenshot below: 
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When the student reaches the end of a lesson instead of “Next” button an “End of lesson” button appears: 

 

 
 

After the student clicks on it, there are two options displayed before the user: 1) to return to the Learning 

path that he/she is following; 2) to view his/her grades: 
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At the end of each module within the two learning paths/courses, there is a set of 10 questions to be 

answered by the student in order to complete the module fully. The student can access the questions after 

he/she has completed the module by clicking the “10 questions” button for the module in question: 

 
 

After that 10 multiple choice questions appear one after another with four possible answers to be chosen 

from. The student user should choose only one correct answer by clicking on it as shown in the screenshot 

above: 

 
 

3.”Events” menu item – The learners can easily be informed about future events just by clicking the 

“Events” button:  
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These events could be sorted by courses: 

 TP – for events linked with Technical path and 

 MP – for events linked with Managerial path 

 

 

The students can also export the calendar by choosing the “Export Calendar” button shown above. They 
have to option to choose if they want to export it by “Events to export” or by “Time period”. If they click 
the “Events to export” option they can choose if they want to export: all events; events related to courses; 
events related to groups; my personal events. 

If they click the “Time period” option they can choose if they want to export: this week; this month; 

recent and next 60 days; custom range. These options are shown below: 
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The students can also manage their subscriptions to the Calendar by clicking the “Manage subscriptions” 
button which was also shown above: 

 

 

And then students can manage their events’ subscriptions according to their preferences: 

 

The students are able to create a new event in the Calendar by clicking the “New event” button: 
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Then, the following screen visualizes which allows students to customize their event: 

 

 

4. “My courses” menu item – Using this menu item, you will be able to access the two learning paths 
consisting of 10 modules each. The learning paths available are as follows:  

TP – Technical path 

MP – Managerial path 

Every module is divided into 3 lessons and a set of 10 questions. 

An example of an overview of “ICT based means for automation and innovation” module with its 

lessons, part of the Technical path is shown below:  
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An example of an overview of “Business models, innovation and competitiveness in manufacturing 

sector: developing medium-and long-term investments and impact” module with its lessons, part of 

the Managerial path is shown below:  

 

5. ”This course“ menu item – This menu item provides more detailed information about the specific course 

which is chosen by the student – The Technical path or the Managerial path.  

When the student user has entered one of the courses, a menu called “This course” appears in the upper 

bar of the page (visible in the screenshot below). The menu allows the following options to be chosen and 

explored by the student: People; Grades; BigBlueButton; Custom certificates; Forums and Lessons. 
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5.1. The student could explore more about the other participants assigned to the specific path by clicking 

the “People” section. The “People” section allows the student to see who the participants in the course in 

question are, their number, roles, groups and last access to the course. The student can search for 

participants via filters or keywords. There is a list of filters from which the student can choose from, 

namely: role: Manager; Course Creator; Teacher; Non-editing Teacher; Student; Guest; Authenticated user; 

Authenticated user on frontpage, Inactive for more than 1 days; 2 weeks, etc. In this way, the student 

always knows who is online and available in his/her course. The student can also search for participants 

via the letters of their first name or surname: 

 

5.2. The student could explore more about his/her grades for the particular course that is chosen by 

clicking the “Grades” section. It provides the student with the opportunity to follow their “User report” 
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including their score and progress percentage reached for the course in question (see the screenshot 

below): 

 

 

There is also the option of an “Overview report” in which the grade from completing the whole 

course/courses is shown (visible in the screenshot below):  

 

5.3. The student could explore more about the virtual classrooms within the chosen course by clicking the 

“BigBlueButton Rooms” section. This section allows for the student to check the virtual classrooms on 

different modules including the week, the group, the users, the viewers, the moderators, the recording and 

the actions in the particular virtual classroom (see the figure below for illustration). 
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By clicking the “Virtual classroom” button, the student user is redirected to join a virtual classroom session 

for the particular module within the chosen course. In the screenshot below, a possibility to join a session 

for the ICT based means for automation and innovation module, part of the Technical path is visualized: 

 

 

When the student clicks on the particular virtual room, a “Join session” button appears which 

allows for the student user to join the virtual classroom. Then the user is redirected to another 
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page on which the session in the virtual classroom can be joined actively (via microphone) or 

passively (listen only option) (see the screenshot below for illustration). 

 

 

During the session, the student might engage into Chat, Webcams, Audio, Emojis, BreakOut 

Rooms for team collaboration, Polling, Screen Sharing, Multi-user Whiteboard. The user is able to 

choose these options through the mouse on his/her computer which forms a red dot that can 

point out the abovementioned activities. These functionalities allows for the virtual classroom 

session to be interactive and dynamic. The student can be involved in various learning activities 

simultaneously in real time during the online session. A virtual classroom session environment can 

be observed in the screenshot below: 

 

While the session is taking place, the student is able to see at what time it has started and how 

many viewers there are (see the screenshot below): 
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5.4 The student could download the Course certificate for completion of the chosen course by clicking the 

“Custom certificates” section. The option to download the certificate is visualized when the required 

percentage of successful completion of modules is achieved. When the required minimum score for 

receiving a certificate is reached, the option to download the Certificate is available: 
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5.5. The student could explore more about the forums within the chosen course by clicking the ”Forums” 

section. This section gives the right to the student to see the “General forums” which are the 

announcements, the opened discussions and the option to subscribe by clicking “Yes” on “Subscribed”. The 

student can also see the “Learning forums” on different module topics, their description, the initiated 

discussions, e-mail digest options and he or she can subscribe to the discussion (see the screenshot below 

for illustration): 

 

For example, a student has subscribed to the discussion on module ICT based means for automation and 

innovation, Technical path by clicking “Yes” on “Subscribed”. This will result in the student being notified of 

new posts in the discussion at hand (see the screenshot below for illustration): 
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5.6. The student could explore more about the “The Lesson” section linked to all lessons within modules in 

a course. More specifically, the “Lessons” section gives the student the right to see all the topics of the 

modules, the lessons within them, the student’s grade score for each lesson (from minimum 0 to maximum 

100 score) and the deadline for completing each lesson: 
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For example, in the screenshot below, the modules, lessons, grades within the basic course are shown from 

the role of a student. The user had a grade of 11.11111 for the lesson called “Introduction to PLC 

Controllers” within Module “Application of PLC in industrial automation” in the Technical path and no 

deadlines are set: 

 

 

The student user also has access to other features available on the AuToMa platform from a menu 

list from the upper right part of the page, namely: Dashboard; View profile; Edit profile; Grades; 

Preferences; Calendar; Log out: 

 

Some of items in the menu at hand have already been reviewed such as the Dashboard menu 

item; The Calendar item and the Grades menu item functions. Others such as “View profile”, “Edit 

profile”, “Preferences” and “Log out” are displayed below: 

- The “View profile” menu item – All student users are able to view their profile by clicking on this 

menu item. They can explore their: User details including their email address;  Reports (browser 

sessions and grades overview); Login activity (first access and last access to the platform); Course 

details (Course profiles in the learning paths); Miscellaneous (Blog entries; My certificates; Forum 

posts; Forum discussions; Learning plans): 
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 - The “Edit profile” menu item – All student users are able to edit their profile by clicking on this 

menu item. They can edit the following sections: 1) General information – First name; Surname; 

Email; City/town; Country; Timezone; Description; 2) User Picture – To see their current picture (if 

any) and upload a new picture; Picture description; 3) Additional names – First name; Surname; 

Middle name; Alternate name; 4) Interests – To add/edit interests; and 5) Optional – To add/edit 

Web page; ICQ number; Skype ID; AIM ID; Yahoo ID; MSN ID; ID number; Institution; Department; 

Mobile phone and Address (for illustration see the screenshot below: 

 

The student also has the option to message users on the AuToMa platform by clicking the: 

- Messages icon – The student can see their messages and search for their contacts through this 

feature. There is an icon on the upper right part of the page of the AuToMa platform which allows 

for the user to create a new message and send it to users of their choice: 
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The “Log out” menu item allows the student to exit their profile in the platform. 

 

 

Annexes 

The Handbook has 2 annexed documents. In the first annex, you will find an overview of the full 

course by learning path – Managerial learning path and Technical learning path. In the second 

annex, there is a glossary of the specific terms used in the learning content. 

 


